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Abstract—Spectral efficiency (SE) is one of the key metrics
for optical communication networks. An important building
block for its maximization are optical superchannels, channels
that are composed of several subchannels with an aggregate
bandwidth larger than the bandwidth of the detector electronics.
Superchannels which are routed through the network as a
single entity, together with flex-grid routing, allow to more
efficiently utilize available bandwidth and eliminate the guard-
bands between channels, thus increasing spectral efficiency. In
contrast to traditional wavelength division multiplexing (WDM)
channels, subchannel spacing and thus superchannel SE is
governed by the linewidth and stability of the frequency spacing
of the transmitter lasers. Integrated optical frequency combs,
particulary the parametrically generated so-called microcombs,
which provide optical lines on a fixed frequency grid are a
promising solution for low power superchannel laser sources that
allow to minimize the SE loss from suboptimal channel spacing.
However, it is extremely challenging to realize micro-combs
with sufficient line power, coherence and line spacing that is
compatible with electronic bandwidths. Because the line-spacing
generated by most devices is above 40 GHz, demonstrations
often rely on additional electro-optic frequency shifter or divider
stages to avoid digital-to-analog-converter (DAC) performance
degradation when operating at high symbol rates. Here we
demonstrate a 50-line superchannel from a single 22 GHz line
spacing soliton microcomb. We demonstrate 12 Tb/s throughput
with > 10 bits/s/Hz SE efficiency after 80 km transmission and
8 Tb/s throughput (SE > 6 bits/s/Hz) after 2100 km, proving
the feasibility and benefits of generating high signal quality,
broadband waveforms directly from the output of a micro-scale
device with a symbol rate close to the comb repetition rate.

I. INTRODUCTION

Superchannels are broadband (typically significantly larger
than the bandwidth of the detecting electronics) optical chan-
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nels composed of densely spaced, WDM subchannels that are
routed through the network as a single unit (Fig. 1). With
no filtering or routing guardbands needed within the channel,
the channel spacing can be significantly reduced thereby
improving the spectral efficiency (SE) [1]. Integrated, multi-
wavelength transceivers have enabled high-rate superchannels
with reduced foot-print and energy dissipation [2]. However,
integration itself does not improve the system SE. When
forming a superchannel using typical independent lasers, the
minimum required guardband is limited by laser frequency
uncertainties to a few GHz [3], [4]. This limitation leads to a
loss in efficiency of about 10% for sub-channel symbol rates of
around 30 Gbaud [4]. The guardband penalty is therefore the
strongest factor limiting SE and thus system data rates. High
symbol rates help to mitigate this problem, but at the expense
of increasing the penalty associated with DAC and analog-to-
digital converter (ADC) imperfections [5]. To fully overcome
this problem requires to use frequency-locked carriers instead.

Optical frequency combs, sources of optical lines with a
fixed frequency spacing, intrinsically provide frequency locked
carriers and have therefore been a crucial element in recent
high SE demonstrations [6], [7], [8]. Beyond maximizing SE,
frequency locking between the lines of a frequency comb can
also enable novel DSP concepts to improve performance [9],
[10] and/or reduce energy consumption [11].

In addition, to reach high spectral efficiencies high-order
modulation formats are needed, e.g., 16,64 or 256-QAM.
However, these require high signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) and
small phase noise. From a source perspective, it is the channel
power and linewidths that determines these properties, and it
remains to be proven that integrated frequency combs can meet
the requirements of also these higher order formats over broad
bandwidths and long transmission distances [11], [12].

Amongst the different comb generation techniques, demon-
strations of comb formation in micro-cavities, so-called soli-
ton microcombs, have presented a major turning point for
ubiquitous comb applications (e.g. frequency synthesis[13],
spectroscopy[14], [15], laser-ranging [16], [17] and optical
clocks [18]) because of their compact form factor and low
operating power [19], [20]. Moreover, soliton formation en-
sures highly stable mode locking and reproducible spectral
envelopes[21], [22]. These properties make them attractive for
superchannel generation in optical communication. However,
the highest superchannel SE so far have been demonstrated
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Fig. 1. Concept of microcomb-based superchannels in future networks. In an
all-optically routed network, superchannels can be routed arbitrarily across the
entire system. They enable multi-Tb/s throughput with high spectral efficiency
by avoiding excising guardbands between channels which are needed to
separate individual channels using wavelength selective switches (WSS). The
sketch shows an example of such a scenario using a chip-scale microcomb-
based superchannel transmitter (Tx). The superchannel is transmitted from
site 1 to a receiver (Rx) in site 3 (red) while a second superchannel goes
from site 2 to site 1 (blue). High spectral line density microcombs allow the
superchannels to be generated on a chip while maintaining state-of-the-art data
spectral effiencies, thereby maximizing the throughput of the entire network.

using discrete electro-optic combs [6], [7], because most chip-
integrated comb solutions exhibit combs with relatively high
line-spacing (typically > 50−100 GHz) which cannot easily be
matched by DACs and ADCs [5]. Microcomb transmissions
experiments have therefore focused on demonstrating trans-
mission with large bandwidths and used interleaving of two
combs to reach 50 Tb/s at a modest SE of 5.2 bits/s/Hz [23].
Instead networks in the mid-term rather require modest band-
width, but high SE superchannels. To overcome the limitations
of integrated combs, researchers have resorted to additional
electro-optic frequency shifters [24], or used single-sideband
modulation [25] to avoid the need for operating at high sym-
bol rates. Additional frequency-shifters would significantly
increase integration complexity and introduce additional losses
that would be hard to compensate on a fully integrated
transmitter. The additional integration complexity of ref. [25]
is minor in comparison (one additional splitter per channel),
however it requires a sufficiently high DAC analog bandwidth,
which could instead be used to reduce channel count and
thus components. The highest SE from a single microcomb
device modulating a single channel per comb line has been
6.7 bits/s/Hz using a non-soliton microcomb [26], significantly
below demonstrations with electro-optic frequency generation.

Here we demonstrate a microcomb-based superchannel
transmitter with state-of-the-art spectral efficiency that has
previously only been possible by generating additional fre-
quency components electro-optically [24]. Compared to pre-
vious experiments in optical communications[27], [23], [28],
[29], [25], our microcomb features a narrow line spacing
of 22.1 GHz, based on a high optical Q-factor whispering-
gallery-mode silica resonator [30]. The high Q significantly
reduces the parametric oscillation threshold power, while
simultaneously providing a four orders of magnitude more
stable line spacing compared to free-running lasers [3]. We
demonstrate transmission of a 12 Tb/s superchannel over dis-
tances ranging from a single 82 km span with a SE exceeding
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Fig. 2. Detailed transmitter setup to generate the superchannel. EDFA:
Erbium-doped fiber amplifier, WSS: Wavelength Selective Switch (Wave-
shaper), IQ-Mod: Intensity-Phase modulator, Disp: Dispersion.

10 bits/s/Hz, to 2000 km with a SE higher than 6 bits/s/Hz. Our
superchannel features a reduction in the required guardband
by two orders of magnitude compared to previous demon-
strations using a single soliton microcomb without electro-
optic frequency generation [23]. This enables sub-GHz inter-
channel guardbands. Combined with further advances in hy-
brid integration [31], high-SE microcomb-based transmitters
can therefore enable novel transmission schemes with lower
energy consumption [11] while unlocking continued growth
in optical communications capacity. This article significantly
extends our previous conference demonstration [32] with de-
tailed characterisation of the performance and the trade-offs
being made in comparison to single laser transmission.

II. EXPERIMENT
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Fig. 3. Optical spectrum of the micro-comb: a) full spectrum, b) lines used
for the superchannel transmission experiment.

To demonstrate the feasibility of high SE microcomb-based
superchannels we conducted two transmission experiments.
The experimental setup of the transmitter is shown in Fig. 2.
Light from a 1550 nm fiber laser (Ethernal SlowLight Laser
manufactured by Orbits Lightwave, Inc.) was amplified to
approximately 150 mW by an EDFA and coupled to the
packaged high-Q (> 800 million) silica microresonator with
3 mm diameter corresponding to 22.1 GHz FSR (For the device
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Fig. 4. a) Electrical spectrum of the comb-repetition rate over several hours. b)
Constellation diagrams of selected channels for different modulation formats
after 82 :< of transmission (x-polarization).

fabrication process and typical performance characteristics
see [30], [33]). The low short-term linewidth (< 1 :�I) fiber
laser was used due to its improved robustness against external
vibrations and acoustic noise. The device was packaged in a
compact module for better thermal stability and portability.
The soliton is generated via frequency tuning of the pump
laser and fast stopping inside the soliton existence detuning
range via piezo control (see [34] for more details on relevant
parameters). The spectrum of the generated stable soliton
micro-comb is shown in Fig. 3a. While the comb was pumped
at 1549.9 nm, the Raman self-frequency shift[35], [36], [37]
displaces the spectral center of the soliton envelope to near
1555 nm. This enables selection of 52 carriers around 1555 nm
without the need to sacrifice any carriers around the pump
notch filter, which is a crucial aspect to maximizing the system
efficiency. The zoomed-in optical spectrum in Fig. 3b shows
the equidistantly-spaced comb lines over 10 nm span measured
after amplification, which were used for the transmission
experiment. The electrical spectrum (Fig. 4a) shows that the
soliton repetition rate of 22.1 GHz is stable within a range of
100 kHz over several hours.

The device temperature was controlled via a TEC element
installed inside the module, while a fast feedback loop main-
tained the pump laser frequency [38], enabling stable soliton
operation (absolute frequency stability better than 200 :�I at
100 B averaging) over the duration of the entire transmission
experiment (>100 hours). The generated comb was passed
through a notch filter to suppress the residual pump and
directly amplified using an EDFA with about 5 dB of noise
figure. For signal modulation we followed the common test-
loading-band approach to ensure realistic carrier optical signal-
to-noise ratio (OSNR) and minimize any penalty from not
having independent modulators for each channel [39]. For this
a Wavelength Selective Switch (WSS) separated the lines into
3 paths; the loading band, and the 5 channel test-band with
separate paths for odd and even modes. The per-line power
of the test-band channels was approximately 10 dBm into the
modulator. The two test-band IQ-modulators were driven by 2
independent DACs (Keysight M8195A), operating at 60 Gs/s
to generate 21.5 Gbaud "-ary quadature amplitude modulation

channels ("-QAM with " ∈ [16, 64, 256]) and a root-
raised cosine (RRC) pulse-shape with 1% roll-off. The symbol
rate was optimized to maximize SE by balancing guardband
overhead and linear cross-talk. After modulation the test-band
channels were combined and polarization multiplexed using
the split-delay-combine method (delay ≈ 250 symbols). The
remaining channels in the loading band were modulated using
a single modulator and polarization multiplexed and optically
dispersed to emulate independent data on each channel. An
additional WSS was used to surpress amplified spontaneous
emission (ASE) noise in the notch for the channel testband.
Test- and loading-band were then combined and amplified
before coupling to the transmission link. The link consisted
of either a single span of 82 km of standard single-mode fiber
(SSMF) or two consecutive spans placed inside a recirculating
loop. The span-loss was about 16.5 dB for each span which
was compensated using EDFAs with about 5.5 dB noise figure.
A WSS and a 10 nm bandpass filter inside the recirculating
loop ensured a flat spectrum and prevented the build up of
out-of-band amplifier noise. A polarization scrambler was used
to randomly vary the state-of-polarization into the first span
of the loop. We found an optimized launch power for both
single span and loop transmission of 13.5 dBm. The receiver
consisted of a pre-amplifier followed by a 0.25 nm bandpass
channel selection filter and a standard coherent receiver with
23 GHz analogue bandwidth using a free-running external
cavity laser (linewidth ≈ 100 kHz) as local oscillator (LO).
The electrical signal was digitized with a 50 GS/s real-time
oscilloscope and processed offline with a pilot-aided DSP [40]
(available open-source [41]), with optimized pilot overheads of
1.5% and 2.6% for single and loop measurements respectively.
No data-aided pre-convergence or adaptation using the payload
symbols was performed. Similar to [40], we optimized the
pilot insertion ratio to maximize the system throughput. The
maximum frame length was limited by the available DAC
memory to 93440 symbols and we found that a pilot sequence
length of 1024 symbols, corresponding to about 1% overhead,
resulted in the highest throughput for single span transmission.
For long-haul, this was expanded to 2048 symbols to enhance
the tolerance to transmission impairments. The insertion ratio
for phase tracking pilots was 1 pilot per 256 symbols, corre-
sponding to about 0.4% overhead, in both cases. For the long-
haul measurements using PM-16QAM, a blind carrier phase
recovery algorithm [42] was used in addition to the pilot-
based algorithm. Note that while completely blind processing
should result in the lowest overhead, performance is strongly
limited by cycle slips resulting in large variations between
batches. The use of pilots avoided this and a much smaller
tracking range for the blind phase search can be used, reducing
implementation complexity and power consumption [43].

Signal performace was characterized in terms of bit error
rate (BER) (assuming a pre soft-decision forward error cor-
rection (FEC) BER threshold of 4 · 10−2 for 20% FEC data
overhead [44]) and generalized mutual information (GMI),
which is a measure of potential throughput given an ideal bit-
wise FEC code [45]. BER and GMI were calcuated based on
> 10 million bits per wavelength channel in three measurement
batches. The SE is calculated from the GMI by deducting over-
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heads from the guardbands (2.7%) and DSP pilots, resulting
in a GMI-based achievable information rate (AIR).

III. RESULTS

We optimized and characterized the system with several
experiments. First we investigate the optimum modulation
format and symbol rate by performing modulation order
sweeps using a single carrier and symbol rate sweeps for
multiple carriers in a back-to-back (B2B) configuration. The
transceiver penalties are then characterized in B2B noise
loading experiments before performing single- and multi-span
transmission experiments.

A. Transmission Optimization

To maximize the spectral efficiency, modulation order needs
to be optimized with respect to limited signal-to-noise ratio
provided by the transceiver electronics. We therefore swept
the modulation order for single carrier and measured the
resulting performance using both GMI and BER, as shown in
Fig. 5. We also observe a penalty of about 0.3 bit/4D-symbol
for PM-64QAM transmission with respect to the maximum
information content of 12 bits/4D-symbol. The highest perfor-
mance is at PM-256QAM reaching 12.7 bits/4D symbol. For
higher modulation formats performance degrades, which we
note is unexpected assuming Gaussian noise. We attribute this
effect to nonlinear transceiver impairments which effect higher
modulation formats more strongly.

In addition the very dense packing required to form an
efficient superchannel results in a penalty due to linear cross-
talk between neighboring channels. This is shown in Fig. 5
where the channel symbol rate is varied to maximize the
resulting spectral efficiency. We observe that for both 64QAM
and 256QAM, the optimal baud-rate is 21.5 Gbaud and this
was chosen for the transmission experiment. The spectral
overhead from the ∼ 600 MHz guard band was 2.7%.

B. Noise loading

To verify the performance of our transmitter, we performed
noise loading measurements. The results for PM-16QAM
and PM-64QAM are shown in Fig. 6. We compared the
case of directly using the transmitter laser with comb lines
corresponding to the lower, upper and center wavelength
used to form the superchannel. The implementation penalty
is quantified with respect to theory at the target threshold of
4 · 10−2 [44]. For 21.5 Gbaud PM-64QAM, we observe an
implementation penalty of about 1 dB with respect to theory
when only using the comb seed laser. In addition, the penalty
from using the frequency comb ranges from < 0.5 dB to
about 1.5 dB. The highest penalty is observed for the lowest
wavelength line, being about 0.5 dB higher than the highest
used wavelength. This was due to varying gain and noise figure
of the EDFA used to amplify the comb output and highlights
the fact that output line power affects OSNR of the modulated
lines. However, OSNR is not the key limiting factor in this
experiment, as can be seen from the results for the single
laser, which exhibits a similar flattening of the BER curve.
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Fig. 5. Back-to-back optimization of modulation formats and sym-
bol rate to maximize the transmitter performance. a single-channel
GMI as a function of modulation format for PM-"QAM with " ∈
[16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024]. The highest GMI is observed for PM-
256QAM, reaching about 12.7 bits/4D-symbol. The performance GMI for PM-
64QAM was about 11.7 bits/4D-symbol. b Corresponding BER as a function
of modulation order. With respect to a, we observe that while PM-256QAM
results in the highest information rate, it also requires stronger SD-FEC
overheads than the typical 20% indicated in the figure. We therefore choose
PM-64QAM as the main modulation format for short-reach (although we
also measured using PM-256QAM as a reference). c Optimization of symbol
rate to balance overhead from guard-bands and penalty from electrical cross-
talk. A symbol rate of 21.5 GBaud on the 22.1 GHz grid provided by the
comb resulted in the highest spectral efficiency and was used throughput
the transmission experiments. The corresponding overhead for the 600 MHz
guard-band was 2.7%.

For 21.5 Gbaud, PM-16QAM we observe an implementation
penalty of about 0.5 dB when using the laser. Using the comb
results in a maximum additional penalty of about 0.5 dB, as
shown in Fig. 6. We observe the same wavelength dependence
as for PM-64QAM but the relative difference is naturally
significantly smaller following the lower required OSNR for
PM-16QAM.

C. Single Span

In a first demonstration we transmitted the superchannel
over a single-hop 82 km standard single-mode fiber (SSMF)
link with about 16.5 dB span loss, as shown in Fig. 7(a). As
can be seen performance is very uniform across the whole su-
perchannel with no strong outliers. At optimum launch power
the average GMI using PM-64QAM was 10.6 bit/4D symbol
corresponding to a SE of 10.1 bits/s/Hz after accounting for
guard-bands and pilots. This could be slightly increased to
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Fig. 6. Noise loading measurements to quantify implementation penalty for
a, 21.5 Gbaud PM-16QAM and b 21.5 Gbaud PM-64QAM.

a GMI of 10.9 bit/4D symbol and SE of 10.4 bits/s/Hz using
PM-256QAM at the expense of increased coding complexity.
The corresponding throughput was 11.7 Tb/s (12.0 Tb/s) for
PM-64QAM (PM-256QAM) within a total channel bandwidth
of about 1.15 THz. Constellation diagrams for three different
wavelengths after 82 km of transmission are shown in Fig. 4b.
The PM-16QAM measurements all resulted in a maximum
measured GMI of 8 bits/4D-symbol in B2B configuration
(Fig. 7(b)), showing that both the throughput and the SE
were limited by the modulation format. These single-span
results are directly comparable with state-of-the-art bulk comb
sources [40].

D. Long-haul transmission

We then switched the single span link to a recirculating loop
setup to investigate transmission distances reaching 3000 km,
focusing on the long-haul transmission aspect of microcomb-
based superchannels. The average SE, throughput and pre-
FEC BER as a function of transmission distance is shown
in Fig. 8. For transmission up to 1500 km PM-64QAM results
in higher SE (and throughput) but comes at the expense of
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Fig. 7. Transmission results of the superchannel performance per channel for
all 52 channels of PM-64QAM (a) and PM-16QAM (b) in terms of bit error
rate (BER) and generalized mutual information (GMI). All measurements
were done at optimal launch power corresponding to about 13.5 dBm and a
symbol rate of 21.5 Gbaud. The dashed line indicates the target BER threshold.
As can be seen the penalty incurred by modulating the full comb compared
to a single channel (Fig. 5(a)) is about 1 bit/s/Hz.

requiring more powerful FEC, similar to PM-256QAM in the
single-span measurement. After 1500 km the performance is
dominated by accumulated amplified spontaneous emission
noise and the OSNR is significantly degraded such that PM-
64QAM does not yield a performance benefit. Note that the
reported SE here includes reduction from guard-bands and
pilot-overheads, hence the deviation from the theoretical single
channel performance of 8 bits/s/Hz for short transmission
distances in the case of PM-16QAM. Measured performance
for each line using PM-16QAM after 2150 km transmis-
sion is shown in Fig. 7. All lines are below the reference
threshold [44] for the assumed FEC, verifying that extending
transmission beyond 2000 km is feasible by changing from
PM-64QAM to PM-16QAM. At this distance, the SE was
6.7 bits/s/Hz, corresponding to a throughput of 8.0 Tb/s. The
average superchannel BER for both PM-16QAM and PM-
64QAM is shown in Fig.(b) 8.

IV. CONCLUSION

Our results highlight the capability of our microcomb to
cope with the various requirements for future transceivers.
While the distance covered here spans the range from 80 to
2000 km, even longer distances can be reached by expanding
the modulation alphabet with formats such as PM-4QAM and
PM-8QAM or probabilistic shaping on constellation formats
with higher cardinality [46].
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a
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Fig. 8. a Average spectral efficiency and total throughput as a function
of transmission distance for PM-64QAM (red) and PM-16QAM (blue). b
Average pre-FEC BER as a function of transmission distance.

In summary, we have demonstrated the highest spectral
efficiency superchannel transmission using a micro-comb light
source operating at a baudrate near its repetition rate and
without additional electro-optic generation of frequency com-
ponents. Combination of the optimal line spacing and the
unique stability of soliton microcombs enabled spectral effi-
ciencies exceeding 10 bits/s/Hz in a single-span 82 km link and
transmission over distances ranging more than 2000 km with
spectral efficiency exceeding 6 bits/s/Hz. Rapidly progressing
micro-comb research has resulted in micro-combs operating at
lower operational power[47], [33], [20], and at much reduced
footprint through integration with diode lasers[19], [48] and
simplification of microcomb triggering systems[49]. Moreover,
the recent advances towards sub-100 GHz microcombs [50],
[51] in SiN resonators and the simultaneous raise in digital-
to-analog converter sampling rates [52] promise more wide-
ranging compatibility with transceiver electronics. These ad-
vances will greatly reduce the power consumption and form
factor of micro-combs, and will eventually allow micro-comb-
based superchannels to spear-head future highly-flexible all-
optical networks requiring multi-Tb/s throughput. Extending

high SE systems towards longer transmission lengths will
be challenging and likely involve Raman amplification and
extremely low loss fibres, however the unique properties of
frequency combs which allow WDM nonlinearity compensa-
tion [9] could offer significant advantages in these situations.
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